Welcome to Year 5!
We hope that you’ve all had a fantastic summer. We have a very busy and enjoyable year ahead of us and we would like to share some information with you which will help you
to support your child during this year in school.


Please send an indoor (dark shorts, plain white t-shirt) PE kit into school in a small bag. It is useful to have the kit in school all week. Children are not allowed to take part in
PE wearing jewellery; earrings must be removed.



Please ensure that homework diaries come into school every day so that we can use them to communicate with you if and when the need arises. The children should use the
diaries to record and update their weekly homework tasks and any issues that arise. These will be signed by staff weekly.



Please encourage your child to read on a regular basis. If your child reads three times each week, they will earn a dojo reward and will ultimately improve their reading speed
and comprehension (key skills for Y6)



English Homework will be set on a Friday and needs to be completed and returned to school by the following Tuesday. My maths homework will be set each Friday, to be
completed by the following Thursday. Spellings are set weekly in diaries. Please complete homework using a pencil or a pen avoiding felt tips or crayons.

Topic - Geography Based
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English - Texts that compliment our



Major Mountain ranges and Rivers



The formation of different Mountain types



The Door in the Mountain



Mountain environments



Around the World in 80 Days



River features

Mountains and Rivers theme

Fiction writing focuses on
characterisation and dialogue in

Science


-How we see things
-The function of parts of the eye and how they use light
to allow us to see.
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Light

and Miss Clarke

Christianity - Holy Trinity, Prayer and Worship

Non-Fiction writing will include
explanations and information texts
Guided Reading and SPAG


such as summarising and inference


KiVa.



British Values.

Music


Harvest Festival, Christmas Songs



Guitars - composing and playing

French:


Conversational skills



French Christmas

Computing


We are Game Developers - create our own code and algorithms



We are Cryptographers - create and decode secret messages

SPAG lessons to recognise word
types and correct application of
punctuation

PSCHE / SMSC


Further develop comprehension skills

PE - develop skills and appreciation of
attack and defensive strategies.


Tag Rugby



Football



Netball/ Basketball



Hockey

Maths


Place Value and rounding



Addition and subtraction



Statistics



Multiplication and division.



Area and perimeter



Additionally we will continue with
regular arithmetic and x table
practice

